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INTRODUCTION  

On Monday, March 13th, the professors organized a trip for the class to visit the Brooklyn Public 

Library at Grand Army Plaza. There, the professors set up an appointment with a librarian from the 

Library to give us access to the archives. Typically, the archive section of the library is closed on 

Mondays so it was a privilege to have the room assigned to our class. The trip was intended to be 

organized into special groups. During class before the visit, the professors split the class into groups 

to help brainstorm what type of information we would look for. We hoped the visit would help guide 

us in the direction of a new hypothesis for what argument we will make as a group focused on the 

preservation and development of Vinegar Hill. 
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OBJECTIVES 

As a group, we decided to search for newspaper articles and maps. We hoped to find newspaper 

articles close to the time when Vinegar Hill was established. We also wanted to find articles that 

show the opinions of citizens of Vinegar Hill regarding the changed brought to the neighborhood at 

different times. Here we hoped to find things like, industrializing the neighborhood, bringing 

transportation to the neighborhood, and bringing higher property value to the neighborhood. For 

maps, we hoped to find original maps prior to the opening of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. We also hoped 

to find maps before any development of Vinegar Hill. We wanted to know what type of site was all of 

the current factories and worn down residences have erected on.  Other maps we were looking for 

were transportation maps. We felt this could help in the argument that transportation influences the 

development of a neighborhood. Our main goal was to find out why Vinegar Hill is stuck in the past 

and forgotten.  

PRE-VISIT REFLECTION  

Prior to the visit, I anticipated finding very aged documents from well before my time. I specifically 

hoped to find documents as old as the late 1700’s when Vinegar Hill was established. (Reference to 

the bulletin board found from the second site visit) I anticipated having to follow many rules for 

handling the documents. I wanted to wear the gloves and mask as if I was dealing with a valuable 

historic document like the Declaration of Independence in the Movie, National Treasure, featuring 

Nicolas Cage. I was also hoping to find information that was never noticed before. I hoped to make 

some sort of grand discovery.   

As a group, I believe we all anticipated finding all of the information we needed such as letters of 

complaints and historic maps. Since our group has yet to narrow down a valid hypothesis, I believe 

we were open to finding any sort of information that would speak out as development or 

preservation.  
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SITE DOCUMENTATION: 

 

This is a magazine article from PHOENIX page 13 on May 20, 1976. This document was the first one I truly felt attached to 
because I had to handle it with care. I felt as if the pages were going to fall right apart in my hands. I personally felt this 
document should have a mylar cover simply because of the state of the document even though it is not as aged as some of the 
Atlas books. The significance I found within this object is that it shows the anticipated development of downtown Brooklyn. 
By no surprise, I found there was nothing intended for Vinegar Hill.  I believe this will aid in the argument that Vinegar Hill was 
never a topic of discussion. I want to know why. Perhaps there was something on the other side of the river that wasn’t worth 
the waterfront view.  
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This is a Newspaper article from NY Newsday on March 9, 1989 page 8.1. III City Living. This article is unique because it 
provides insight of the residences of Vinegar Hill., The residents like the quiet neighborhood. They like that there is no hustle 
and bustle of the city. It is also mentioned that once someone gets used to the hum of the Con Ed plant that it’s a really nice 
and calm neighborhood to be in. From visiting the site the last time, I too noticed the hum. It is louder than comfortable. I 
believe one must force themselves to be content with this neighborhood. This makes the Con Ed plant less likely to leave, by 
people adjusting to the disturbance.  
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SITE OBSERVATIONS:  One or 2 general notes about the Brooklyn Collection, and 

2-3 specific observations about how the primary sources you found are 

connected to the topic of your investigation 

1. Small variety of information 

2. Most of the articles relating to Downtown Brooklyn and Vinegar Hill are dated recently. 

3. One primary source was the Atlas of the City of Brooklyn Volume 1 dated 1855. This is 

connected to the topic of investigation because we can see the types of uses fir Vinegar Hill 

early on. 

4. The article for local development projects on the drawing board helps the argument that no 

one is interested in developing Vinegar Hill or that no one is allowed to develop Vinegar Hill 

5. The article regarding the quiet charm of Vinegar Hill helps us understand how the residents 

felt about the neighborhood in 1989.  

 

QUANTITATIVE DATA: under “subject” list the topic; Under “data” describe your 

findings and the quantity found  

Subject  Data  

Documents dated in 1800’s   I 

Documents Dated in 1900’s  IIIIIIIIIIIII 

Documents Dated in 2000’s   IIIIIII 

 

QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS Consider the primary sources found during your 

visit and review the material you included so far in this report. 

QUESTIONS:  

1. Why even in 1855 did Vinegar Hill consist majority of Industriial Use? 

2. Why does the waterfront get neglected in the development of Downtown Brooklyn in 1976? 

3. Why do residents chose to live in a neighborhood that has a consistent electrical hum? 

HYPOTHESIS: From the questions you wrote above, select the most important 

question for your own research topic. Propose an explanation made on the basis 

of the evidence you have so far as a starting point for further investigation. 
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1. Perhaps Manhattan’s waterfront at that area of the East River was also industrial or had a 

terrible view from the Brooklyn Waterfront Side. Perhaps it was all for trade by boat. 

2. Perhaps there was a primary owner of the of the waterfront and the owner did not want to 

sell the land. Eventually we know DUMBO was bought over but what about Vinegar Hill? 

3. Perhaps Vinegar Hill is a very affordable area and people who did not have the financial 

ability to live in a nicer area such as DUMBO.  

SUMMARY / POST VISIT REFLECTION / NEXT STEPS? 

I was somewhat disappointed with the visit to the Brooklyn Public Library. Although I was impressed 

with the documents I found, I feel like there is more information available online. I now have lower 

standards for the next site visit because I am now accepting the fact that sometimes, history is not 

recorded. Next steps would be to narrow down a hypothesis with my group comparing the 

documents we have found individually. I hope to have an attainable hypothesis that we know can be 

proven through known primary sources. I will still look into maps for the time being but hopefully 

the members of my group have more optimistic results which we can collaborate. 

PRELIMINARY REFERENCES FOR PRIMARY SOURCES:  

Record the essential information that you might use to create a citation for 3-4 

primary sources you examined. Don’t worry about creating a perfect or 

conventionally formatted citation; record the information that someone would 

need to find it again. Include a variety of sources: photographs, maps, articles,  

manuscripts, etc. 

1. Phoenix Magazine, 1976, May 20, page 13 ,”Local Development Projects on the Drawing 

board”, Original copy, Brooklyn Public Library,  

2. Beth Sherman, 1989, March 9, page 8.1 III City Living, NY Newsday, “The Quiet Charm of 

Brooklyn’s Vinegar Hill” Original Print, Brooklyn Public Library 

3. Bill Farrel, 1989, February 16, 1989, Page KSI 1.2, “Trash outfit urged to clean act”, Scan of 

original newspaper article, Brooklyn Public Library 


